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Summary
After a first Atmospheric Transport Modelling (ATM) challenge in 2015, a second,
more comprehensive and technically more demanding challenge was conducted
within the Comprehensive nuclear Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) context in 2016. One
aim of this exercise was again to ascertain the level of agreement one can achieve
between real International Monitoring System (IMS) measurements and those
simulated using only stack release data of Xe-133 and ATM. Another aim consisted
in gaining further evidence of an optimal parameter setting (like temporal
resolution of emissions) for predicting industry related radioxenon samples at
IMS stations. Whereas the distance between the source (IRE, Belgium) and the
selected IMS station (Schauinsland, Germany) added up to around 380 km in
2015's exercise, distances between the source (ANSTO, Australia) and the
selected IMS stations - six in the Southern Hemisphere - vary between 670
(Melbourne, Australia) and around 13,500 km (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) for the
current exercise. The 1st and the 2nd ATM Challenge are the first two in a row of
exercises that will continue in the coming years. Ideally one would like to have a
scenario with multiple IMS stations hit regularly by several known emitters over
an extended period in order to end up with significant statistics. Further,
different, prescribed model parameters (like resolution) should be explored in a
more coherent manner. Prescribing emission segments was a first step to
overcome the risk of lacking comparability. In order to prevent participants from
being guided by expectations it was tried to undertake a blind test as much as
possible. For this purpose a unit emission approach with prescribed emission
intervals was applied. Nevertheless, the challenge had 17 participating
organizations from all over the world. Scaling with the real ANSTO emissions was
done in a post-processing step. Several statistical metrics were calculated,
including a rank measure, for four out of the six stations. Those stations were
found to be very likely influenced at least only by one main emitter, i.e. ANSTO.
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Average (boxes), maximum and minimum (whiskers) ranks for runs grouped by common
characteristics. All values pertain to runs based on daily emissions if not indicated
otherwise in the bar label. Numbers in brackets give the number of contributing runs.
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Upper panel: Time-height cross sections of average concentrations for sample collection times for
stations Melbourne (AUX04) and Tristan da Cunha (GBX68) based on the ZAMG-FLEXPART run.
Lower panel: Observed (solid line) and ECMWF model (dashed line) vertical profiles of virtual potential
temperature, wind component u and wind component v for the three sample periods with the biggest
ZAMG model concentrations in the surface layer (0-100 m a.g.l.).

Model simulations with error bars due to errors in the measurement system at the stack,
measurements with error bars due to errors in the measurement system at the station and
Minimum Detectable Concentrations (MDCs) for IMS stations Melbourne (AUX04), Darwin
(AUX09), Chatham Island (NZX46), Papeete/Tahiti (FRX27) and Tristan da Cunha (GBX68).
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General desired features found, but too short period and
especially too few above MDC values in 2016‘s challenge to be a
significant result

• The performance of individual submissions at individual stations is quite diverse. There exists no single model-meteorology
combination which performs best for all stations.
• However, the finding of the 1st Challenge that a coarse (extracted) resolution of meteorology (1°) and a coarse resolution of the source
(daily) is not detrimental for a study like this is supported. The overall best run for Challenge-2016 uses 1° data and daily emission
chunks.
• No specific model-meteorology combination should be preferred. For each challenge another model and another meteorological input
scores best.
• The station statistics do not depend on the distance between the source and the individual stations. Remote stations can have better
statistics than close ones (e.g. FRX27 vs. AUX04).
• Assuming a more conservative uncertainty of around 20% in the daily stack emission values does not account for most of the observed
deficiencies in the predictions.
• The average deviation for simulated values with measurements or simulations above MDC adds up to ~250% considering also phase
shifts of simulations with regard to measurements.

References:
Maximum rank and corresponding normalized average absolute deviation as
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Aim for a next challenge based on a longer simulation period
with lots of above MDC values : Training of an optimized
ensemble, which significantly outperforms the full ensemble, but
also the best individual run.
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